
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of fund manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for fund manager

Perform monthly reconciliation of the accrued expenses, payables and
calculate/review expense ratios for an assigned group of mutual funds
Assist senior management in the preparation of various ad hoc reports and
projects such as mergers, liquidations, new funds/shares classes and changes
to fee structures
Train and manage effectively and provide guidance to Treasury analysts in all
aspects of their jobs
Responsible for the execution of all Direct Response fundraising activities,
including digital campaigns, direct mail, crowdfunding, and other tactics
Work proactively with teams to understand deals in the pipelines, their status,
next steps all corporate actions/events connected with the on-going
management of assets acquired or to be acquired through Singapore
Assume financial control of assigned departments and review funding
expenditures by the investigators for the cost allowability, administrative
reasonableness, appropriate award allocability and funding availability
Establish management and administrative controls for all grants, contracts
and other research funding mechanisms, and advise investigators and
department administration about funding availability and potential issues
arising from either deficient or surplus award funding
In collaboration with the investigator, establish and maintain annual budgets
for research awards
Act as a resource for research investigators in the area of financial award

Example of Fund Manager Job Description
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Explain funding issues to awarding agencies, collaborating institutions, and
internal MSKCC departments

Qualifications for fund manager

Extensive tax experience in a public accounting firm or in an industry position
with exposure to the issues of the taxation of investment funds, securities
and other financial instruments and transactions, ideally with a focus on UK
taxation
Strong technical research, analysis and writing skills, with a demonstrated
ability to present complex tax issues in a succinct and understandable manner
to departmental management and key business partners
A professional accounting qualification (CPA, ACCA or equivalent) would be
an asset
Minimum 5 years of relevant experience in financial services with a leading
accountancy practice or financial institution
Fluent written and oral English, Mandarin would be an asset
3-5 Years experience in financial analysis/reporting or similar capacity is
required


